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The Land of  Paraplegia

My sister says,
‘I have been going though old papers.
and you know the woman who helps with clearing clutter...
Marie Kondo?
She says if  you you come on something 
that’s hard to let go,
say thank-you
and then say 
          goodbye.

I came on my husband’s driving license renewal.
I said thank you
for all the years he drove without accident,
for him driving the camper van all round Ireland 
          on our honeymoon
as I was too young to get insurance,
for driving me to the hospital 
          every time
for each of  our children to be born,
and for the later years 
when we shared journeys
home
and he took over half  way
and it worked well.

Then I let it go.’

Yvonne Boyle

Frank R

Bruach Mhor
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WHAT NEXT
 
I come to my sense, 
An activation 
Inside a new body.
Despite promises made
By the wily north wind.
 
But it holds me too tightly.
If  I forget to breathe or feed,
Should it fail me, can I return it?
 
Bodies everywhere, mill aimlessly.
Writing their stories, songs of  
a life
They suspect is futile.
 
I should love them but…
My solitary flame, breeze bent, 
seeks
The lure of  empty space.
The exhilaration of  faux solitude. 
 
And in my life 
Car exhaust and detritus 
Carbon prints on the carpet
Plastic covered food.
You should worry about the bodies.
 
How many to an audience, a riot?
Two to a couple, three begins
A crowd.
 
And when worn put them out
Into hospitals and social care.
Some left alone in their homes.
 
Eventually the body ceases,
Temperature drops 
And in a final hurrah 
Their tenants consume them.

Dai Fry

Hand Me Down

Granny washed me in two inches 
of  lukewarm water, her wormy hands 
working my limbs while her eyes
fixed on the door, talking non-stop.
I felt like her underwear in the sink.
She opened my mouth with her fingers
and inspected my teeth whenever she saw me,
lovely set. She measured me at her kitchen 
door and marked with a pencil, then boasted
to strangers – and still growing.
She’s a mad old bat Dad said;
Always has been Mum concurred, 
and for them to agree on something
meant that I grasped it firmly, grateful.
I was not allowed to visit her in hospital
as she died; it would only upset me.
My sister told me she was pale, very pale.
I pictured her drifting off  the white bedsheets,
still gripping at the corners with her pinch.
The one that she took my cheeks with.
After the ceremony the curtains closed 
around her with an electric whirr,
a final judder, and the conveyor belt started.
Still, she didn’t disappear, she persists yet; 
I still hold her in my six foot of  handsome 
young man – bones, flesh, insecurities, etc.

Guy Elston



   Toxic Body

    Television, movies, magazines. Hourglass cheerleaders, muscle jocks, and skinny popular kids. The toxic body   
    imagery is everywhere we look. Kids, teenagers, and adults all strive for that Hollywood look. You know the one.  
    The airbrushed, photoshopped, video edited body that is considered the “ ideal body type”. But why is it so bad  
    to have a layer of  fat on your midsection? Why are teenage boys made fun of  if  they aren’t muscular and tall? Why  
    are teenage girls made fun of  if  they aren’t skinny or petite? Because people can’t make money off  of  you if  you  
    are happy with yourself.

    Growing up I admittedly had a few slightly embarrassing nicknames. I was called “ Skinny Mini” and “Boney 
    Maroni” because no matter how much I ate of  what, I was skin and bones. I took these nicknames to mean that  
    I was abnormal. Different than what I should be. So I ate more. I continued to try and put on some meat until I 
    reached my preteens. Then all of  a sudden I noticed that the popular kids on tv were all skinny or muscular. I  
    started paying attention to the hourglass figures on the covers of  magazines at the grocery check out, and I  
    started noticing the kids around me and comparing myself  to them. 

    Enter Ana. Suddenly, I wasn’t thin enough. I would look in the mirror and pinch my sides and stomach wanting to  
    cry because I had a layer of  fat. A healthy amount looking back, but at the moment all I saw was a flaw. I stopped  
    eating so much food and started exercising. I hung up photos of  the bodies I wanted to be like and told myself  I  
    could get there if  I really wanted it. The thing is though, nobody can get there and be healthy. The photos I hung  
    up where edited in one way or another to get rid of  what Hollywood considers flaws. And I wasn’t the only teenager 
    doing this. 

    Kids, teenagers, and adults all over the world are starving themselves, over-exercising, and/or taking steroids to try 
    and achieve the perfect body. The toxic body. We are using pop up diets and fad workouts to try and change  
    ourselves fast. Feeding into the idea that we aren’t good enough the way we are. But that’s a lie. We are all good  
    enough. We are all allowed to be happy with our bodies and ourselves. I’ve learned in the past few years of   
    something that is called the “ ethics of  yoga”. This is my version, but there are other readings from other practices, 
    religions, and ideals that will say the same thing in different words. The ethics of  yoga are known as the Yamas and  
    Niyamas And the first practice within these is nonviolence, or “Ahimsa”. 

    When people first hear nonviolence, they think of  stopping a war, or siblings from fighting, or maybe even stopping 
    a cat from killing a mouse. But Ahimsa goes deeper. It teaches us to be kind to ourselves and others. It teaches us  
    about love, courage, and compassion. Things we as a people need in order to change the way our world views our  
    bodies. If  we can find the love of  our own bodies the way they are, the courage to say “ I am enough.” and the  
    compassion to show and tell others that they are great the way they are, then imagine what we can do. We could rid  
    the world of  eating disorders, get rid of  the idea that there is only one body type worthy of  being on tv, and show  
    the world that all bodies deserve the same amount of  respect and love. 

    Practicing Ahimsa has taught me to love my body. Stomach pudge and noodle arms included ( though I’m still  
    learning how to put this knowledge into practice.) Now that I am learning to be at peace with my body, I want to  
    show others that they can be at peace too. Through my writing and through conversation with others I hope to  
    spread this knowledge of  what Ahimsa can do. I want to let others know that their bodies are perfect the way they  
    are, and I want to teach others how to stand up for themselves and others. To fight back against the toxic body  
    imagery that plagues our world and show everyone that it’s okay to love ourselves. 

    Hopefully, through writing, the word will spread beyond one generation and into the next. Because our kids,  
    grandkids, and great-grandkids need a better future. One that tells them it’s okay to have a layer of  fat on your  
    midsection. One that tells them that breasts aren’t just for girls and muscles aren’t just for guys. A future that  
    encourages them to throw out the idea of  a “perfect body” and get rid of  the toxic imagery that plagues us today.  
    The only way to create said future is for us to start changing how people view body types now. What will you do  
    to rid our world of  the toxic body?

    Mason Giguere
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Letters 

i

My dear friend,

I can’t rest,
it feels too much like stolen time.
Instead I sit, waiting for sunrise,
writing letters to you. I have company;
the buzz of  crickets, the soft snore of  my son
dreaming from the other room.
Every hour a sleeper train 
chugs its way along the railway
at the bottom of  our garden.
I imagine the stacks of  tourists 
tucked in their cubby-hole pods,
snoring, clutching bum bags of  cash.

It was on a sleeper headed for Chiang Mai
that I, eighteen, wandering, 
felt the hands of  a stranger 
climbing between my thighs
like the rough belly of  a snake.
Would you believe I never looked him in the eye?
I could pass him in the street,
wouldn’t know his face.
So much of  myself
has been stolen from me.

ii

Dearest,

The day I read your letter
my daughter, thirteen, blooming,
asked me how many men
I’ve taken to bed.  
I thought of  each of  them,
some faceless, the silhouetted
dip of  a lower back, hair in my hands,
the curve of  a shoulder blade.
With others, I feel that familiar ache
in the pit of  my stomach 
that grows and consumes.
All these years
and I’m still that girl
holding the tip of  my tongue
between my teeth,
to taste new blood,
to wish it over.
How to tell my daughter 
that for some no sparks a challenge? 
How to prepare her for war
with her own body?

Taylor Edmonds

N.C Bennett
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Self  Portrait As Musician

             Not a mirror
but a shop window, vibrant, splashing colour 
into the grey dusk. 
             My body  
a vague outline in a frame filled with the swirling melody 
of  the city boulevard. Indistinct. A shadow drifting; a slight discord. 

              Not a mirror
but a river, a slow bass note of  water through stone, 
lapping lazily, dark on dark. 
              My body
a soft breeze across the bridge, scales of  air playing 
on the cobbles. 

              Not a mirror
but a dazzling spotlight, holding time within its borders. 
             My body 
settling, a glissando between skin and skin. 

            Not a mirror
but a cello, grand and stately, smooth curves, gleaming wood. 
            My body
a rippling wave over the strings; a voluptuous cadence 
in A minor; a vibration left hanging. 

            A mirror.
           My body.

Layer upon layer blended to a single note, long and clear,
a bell-song in the sunlight. 

Elodie Rose Barnes

Frank Rimmer
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ardha chandrasana

i teach yoga i’m ninety-six years old what’s your problem every day at noon i open the 
door my studio apartment rent control ten dollars a class what’s your problem we all 
have to make a living who do you think you are just a young chick with a good bod 
unable to believe me how hot i was once and still am hotter than you cannot even do a 
handstand you’re thin as a rail men don’t like that you won’t age well trust me the years 
fly faster than these words nothing stays the same can you spare an extra five i haven’t 
eaten for days except for leftovers from an art opening on the corner Cheetos and cream 
puffs I want to die so much more than you want to live give me a twenty and i’ll give you 
private lessons lift the inner ankle of  the standing foot strongly upward press the sacrum 
and scapulas firmly against the back torso then lengthen the coccyx toward the raised 
heel ardha chandrasana helps with anxiety and fatigue look at me look at me look at me  

Bobbi Lurie
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Learning to Ride a Bike

Her nine-year-old hands propped
on her hips, one eyebrow hiked,
she listens to my list of  pro’s
on riding a bike. She’s as unconvinced
as a bird flailing on its first flight.

She climbs on hesitant as a feral cat, wobbles,
looks like she’s headed for the concrete 
a couple of  times, but squeezes the handle bars,
sways with the bike, puts her feet down
when she forgets how to brake.

I’m doing it, she yells as her body
glides with the bike. I watch her grow
farther from me.

Robin Wright
In our bed

The alarm clock has
taken scissors to our sleep.
Slicing us from who knows where,
scattering our dreams
like marbles across floorboards.

I stretch and mumble
and slowly untangle
my long limbs from yours,
which under cloak of  night,
have sought each other out.

Then we lie there a while,
as the world taps its foot outside.
Got to go sit at that desk,
earn that coin,
until the evening when,
between these four walls,
we’ll forget our flaws
find our home again.

I wipe the sleep out my eyes
as the morning glimmers
through flimsy curtains.
Your eyes are slowly opening,
our bed is gold and silver
feels like summer for certain.

Liz McGrath

Isoscape 

Sift sedimentary layers 
to mine this body's bedrock 
in a molar, discover a childhood, 
north-east sea spray 
sealed in strands of  hair 

Find Cheshire lanes running 
through fissures of  my femur 
a ridge of  Amalfi nestled 
in nail above a lunula formed 
by Dee Valley waters 

Chart a life in bone and tissue 
map an isoscape 
until, once again I become 
plant life, minerals, contours of  land 
the river and ocean.

Amy Raeburn

N.C Bennett
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Jennie Greenteeth

Each place is a body of  work 
and I reduce it to 
its flowers, how it feels 
when my girl body breaks 
the surface of  the earth 
with nails to eat 
the dirt, & the dirty 
looks the local give 
like pleasure is an ugly 
art when you come 
from such a bitter town.

Some people are sweet. When 
they see me in the mead 
floundering with the ducks 
they throw daisies down 
among us, great garlands of  
garden flowers, leaves & 
long tall grass woven 
into crowns for the mallards 
who watch me drown.

Don't get me wrong, this 
isn't what I want. Oxygen 
works without my lungs & 
carbon becomes an affront. 
Comfrey covers up my eyes 
with lesser celandine, & teasels 
comb my hair full out  
so that I am bald.

Babies made among the nettles 
nestle on my breasts & I 
am stung by the stares 
of  strangers who curse 
me for my skin. It bleeds, 
all burst with brackish damp. 
My goosebumps give off  glitter, 
far from lovely in the mud where 
I gather lovers from the stones & 
hope for something good.

Summerisle Wilson

Gina Marie Bernard
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ESCAPISM & OTHER THINGS I KNOW TOO WELL 

i can’t remember a time where my skin 
wasn’t something that i was trying to escape from/ 
peel out of/ 
climb out from/ my body is shaped 
in ways i didn’t consent to, moulded by hands 
that speak in a language i don’t have the stomach 
to learn. 

see, only those that look down 
at their palms and are unable to see 
their lifelines know what faith tastes like/ 
know what hope feels like/ know what trust 
looks like and i have long since forgotten 
how to look in the mirror and not have it shatter around me/ 
how to slip and remember 
to catch myself/ how to be reprimanded 
for stumbling rather than allowed to fall 
deeper in love with the idea of  no longer being 
something able to falter. 

i don’t know how else to scream 
without making a sound/ how to fold myself  
into anything smaller/ to shed more nightmares to make 
room for something/ 
anything brighter. 

the room only ever stops spinning for those 
that know the way out/ i have long since stopped 
trying to carve myself  into something worthy 
of  finding the exit.

Montana Leigh Jackson

N.C Bennett
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Ramblings to a friend. - Karmila Thomas

Here’s the thing. 

I like him, but I don’t think it matters very much. 

How could it? If  I’m here and he’s there and there’s nothing that could draw us together, then how could it matter at 
all? See, I’m not you. I don’t have a body that draws people in with beauty and charm, inviting them in to want to know 
more. My body isn’t one of  warmth. I don’t extend an arm out when I feel compassion for someone, and I don’t lean 
into people. Honestly, I just never thought to. 

See, it was also so clear in my head and heart when I felt warm because I felt it so all-encompassing. It was so clear 
when I felt compassion because it’d feel like my ribs weren’t there to protect my heart from external things, but rather 
there to stop my heart from flowing out my body. Feelings were always so intense and sincere inside me, I just forgot 
that other people couldn’t see that. It’s like I felt it so deeply, I assumed that everyone else did. I mean, how couldn’t 
they?! It was so much. 

But, whether it’s personality or just my body, it never transfers. And I wonder now whether it’s me, you know. Like 
I know that I put guards and barriers up out of  my own stupid fears, but I wonder now whether it’s more than that. 
Whether I actually come across as a cold, dry person because I don’t have that warm body - the kind of  body with the 
arms that extend out to people. Honestly. How much of  what we are is actually what we are, as in our thoughts and 
ideas and how we feel when we listen to our favourite song or read our favourite book. Does it even matter if  nobody 
sees the depth of  it all? And I mean, actually sees the human inside the body? Or are we only ever what we show. Well 
if  we are then I guess I’m screwed. I don’t know. I just never considered that other people would see me as an emotion-
less person. 

But anyways, these are all just empty words into the night. I guess what I’m trying to say, is that thing I said before, 
where people have something that draws them together? Well, whatever that is, I don’t think I have it. I think that my 
body is, and has always been, like a cold metal casing. I don’t think I know how to be anything different. And if  he can’t 
connect with me, and I can’t ever change how he feels, then what does it matter that I like him? 

What does it matter when he’s still not talking to me, and I have too much pride to talk to him? 

It doesn’t. 

Sterna - Kathryn Francis

They say the reason open-heart surgeries are to be avoided, if  possible, is because they require the sternum to be cracked 
open. The sternum takes a long time to heal.

Sometimes, when I meditate, I can feel every emotion swelling inside me, a bursting orb of  feeling right behind my ster-
num, held in by my fragile body.

Except it isn’t. Fragile. It’s a good, strong body—for now—and the orb is locked in tight.

My dad had open-heart surgery once. The months afterward were some of  our closest. 
We walked to every coffee shop in our city—starting with the closest and ramping up as he recovered. 

A lot has happened since.

So much is locked inside that I feel I’m keeping a part of  myself  prisoner. It’s so dense, so tight. Sometimes, when I medi-
tate, I imagine cracking open my sternum,

And letting it all out.
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Apricot

Like the doors of  a great temple
the fridge closes.  Darkness 
transfigures the kitchen and
I search for a body to sleep in. 
You.  Apricot.  The golden hair of  your skin 
gives the aura of  something divine.  
An expert of  the grove, you surrender 
to the holy rood.  I score your thin lips 
and you blush, ripening between the pages 
of  an ancient book.  Your flesh, delicious 
accepts the knife. Your kiss sweet 
as Damascene blossoms.  Moon liquid 
bleeds from my mouth, a stigma; 
trickles from the icon on the wall above me.  
But it is not the body of  Christ I take 
on my tongue without thinking.  Not 
the breath of  a redeemer I consume 
with desire to hear the heartbeat of  God.  
It is the agony of  forbidden fruit.
Who is there? The saints ask,
would not adore such a wounded one?  
His mystery succulent.   
I pull back the golden robe.  
Watch your heart burn.  
A bitter seed, lethal as religion 
bringing destiny ever closer.  
Hands pointing to your heart alone – 
blessed be it.  Your heart alone 
could kill me.  

Tracy Gaughan

Croon
 
A prayer sung without breath
Or pause in my mind       You know
 
It don’t you    Sing it to me under
             Your tongue          Hold it there
              A lamp holding onto firelight
 
You as gleam     If  I spoke demons 
Into being                 Repent as martyr      
 
Or perjure        Doesn’t matter
Below esophagus and belly and colon
                 Behind languished dermis
        
Where I crumble        Hiding not ghosts
         Undead             
How do you come back from
This      Move without breath      
 
                   Chattering
On radio with apparitions         Starve the spirits
       Watch them recoil        From sirens
 
Raise the alarm     Shut your ears       Look at 
Dissipation          Soundless
 
Hunger muttered antidotes         
        Songlike      Rock me to sleep. 

Madison Zehmer

Grandad Liverpool’s Last Word on the Environment

Má éagann an phláinéid, a fháil againn bás.

If  the planet dies, we get death.

David  Rudd-Mitchell
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would it be okay if
these uninvited guests got up 
   from her matched floral print 
couch and loveseat,
   her cushioned piano bench,  
her lattice backed chair set with
   tear shaped trickles of  lacquer 
hardened on each leg,
   and wordlessly walked out, 
taking their false sympathy and forced cheer, 
   bouncing and straining behind them
like white and blue helium balloons,
   leaving us, unaccompanied, with her absence
and

   would it be okay if
I just gave way, collapsed to my knees
   on the ceramic tile in front of  the
crumb strewn kitchen counter
   breaking 
into one hundred-thousand  
   boy shaped pieces
and
   would it be okay if  
in imitation of  the indent 
   left behind by her withered body 
in the rented hospital bed 
   I arranged myself
splayed out, starfish style 
   to sink, to drift, to drown
in the unfathomable
   sorrow?          
because 

         I know  
     we are tough 
            and 
                                  
                I promise to be tough,  
     later.

Mike Nichols
 

Would It Be Okay

   I get that we are tough,  
that we’ll get through this
   because, I watched you
gripping the telephone
   pressing your forehead against 
her nightingale patterned wallpaper 
   and smiling those exact words 
after announcing her passing 
   to the voice on the other side
but 

   would it be okay if
for right now I just 
   didn’t get through this, if
I didn’t even try to? And instead, stood    
   gaping for an hour or for a year, 
tumbling down the rabbit hole in Slow-Mo
   snatching after her fluttering 
hospital gown, falling 
   through memories: her teaching me
to iron my own shirts, to vacuum, to overlap
   each pass, keeping the carpet lines straight.
These little necessities I see, but
   I’m still struggling 
to get the meaning 
   in the nightingales’ wobbling song  
and

                                                 

Elizabeth Kemball
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Incomplete

And so as he came into the world eleven weeks too soon, too grey, too small, too still, I cursed myself  
for not being able to keep him in the safety inside. The one crucial task for my body to perform, and 
it had failed. Like a fruit’s husk, my body deflated with his absence, stretched-out flesh and aching 
joints the signature of  where he once was. Machines now flashed and buzzed and beeped around 
him, keeping him warm, safe, fed, giving him what I could not. I lay by his side, staring at his minis-
cule hands and sapling limbs through plexiglass, like he was an attraction and I was a tourist. Often I 
would reach out and touch the warm plastic, imagining him back under my skin, wriggling and grow-
ing. 

Even now, though he is pink and loud and vibrant, and moves in a blur on bikes, in trees and with 
friends, I sometimes see flashes of  his tiny frame, seemingly abandoned, expelled from his first home 
before he could even open his eyes to see his new one. So, gently, I stop him and enfold him in my 
arms, willing my body to give him just a little bit more of  what he missed. 

Charlie Swailes
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Period.

Dear America 
What do you mean when 

you say period question mark 
I know that it is the end of  a sentence

 comma but why use period question mark 
Do you not appreciate the confusion comma the 

embarrassment for young girls when they get told that 
open quotation mark period close question mark is used for 

something other than their monthly shame question mark That 
they have to battle with it on a more regular basis than they thought 

question mark That this nightmare of  misunderstanding can haunt them 
longer than the four to seven days of  their misery comma in the mouths 
of  sniggering boys and flush blush on cheeks hyphen but why is a period

 a full stop question mark Why do you use that for an ending question 
mark The end of  a life question mark America comma why do you put 
so much emphasis on having a child question mark A woman's body

 is not just for reproduction comma she goes on period This is a
 process period A cycle period That continues month after
month comma until she is older comma until she hits the

menopause hyphen why is that a pause not an ending 
question mark Why do we categorise women's
 bodies with punctuation question mark Isn't 

it time that stopped comma isn’t it time
 that attitudes and language 

finally change 
period

Amy Hodkin

N.C Bennett
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rose bride

when she is not a girl she is a weed,
branch and bramble
sprouting up through 
thorn-hemmed seafoam skirt,

midriff  intertwined bark into
leafy suggestion of  breasts;
undone ascot   more suggestive still

when she is not a girl she is allowed
 to shoot up and over and through herself,
 as long as her hair is a crown of  leaves
 and not a brain

Zeke Riggin

RISQUÉ

I tried so hard to be pretty

brows waxed /legs shaved / hair cut and colored / mus-
tached naired off  / face wash, toner,
moisturizer / nails done, toes done / all in white because 
you said that was hot / lotion / perfume /Malibu Heat 
and Velvet Sugar sluice off  my skin / liquid foundation, 
powder foundation,
mascara, eyeliner, brow pencil / i tried to make these 
round cheeks hollow / but I needed a
sharper tool / to scrape them out like melons / high-
lighter at the end / for a dewy, natural look

But i could cut and color and stain and cover until I was 
dead / a pretty mannequin / and you’d
never see my collarbones / buried as they are

Jessica Minyard

                  Fluffy Bits

Reaching for the razor I really
Have to replace with one of  those
Wood and metal eco safety ones so it doesn’t
End up choking the land or murdering a seal

When I turned thirteen my favorite Aunt Mary
Took me out to buy a new dress and while I was
Changing she asked me: Do you not shave
I didn’t know I was supposed to do that

I haven’t seen my armpits or legs in their natural 
State in exactly thirty years which really is kind of
Weird, when you think about it. Mid-maintenance
I lay the razor down. Just to see and actually

It feels kind of  sexy
 
Dáire Shaw

N.C Bennett
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The first time since the last time 

My limbs are long and thin, like the bones in a bat’s wing, 
a polyester membrane spread between them on the bed. 

I think about covering them. You would not like to see me 
in the daytime, my naturally skittish, spindly spider body.

But when you emerge from your tissue cocoon, your eyes 
flicker, perceiving an ultraviolet, polarised light that I can’t. 

At first, I wince at the thought of  flowers. Beautiful, delicate. 
Plucked. Washed. Ready to devour. He saw me as something

to set alight, outside and in, so I cut myself  above the skin,
learnt to strip it all for him. Yet here you are, 

loving the parts that he never could, touching me gently,
almost not touching, like the sensory hairs on a butterfly. 

Abbie Neale

In the Bath

I have put myself  in a bowl,
on the boil. I get to know
water, as air bubbles roll
up my back and condensation falls

from my lambent wine glass
and down my left breast.
It is here I feel most sensuous;
with water all around me

so that looking down my body
I am abstracted into Venus:
plentiful hips and tiny feet.
Even my hair is art.

I am red raw real again
once out of  it, flush against
air and of  heat and blood so full
I cannot cool.

Megan Pattie
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Cyril

‘It’s a sort of  cheese 
in a hard capsule beneath your skin.
Let me know if  you’re in any pain.’
I had asked what a cyst was 
as the incision was made, 
awkwardly close to muscle.

A cancer scare in person, 
I christened Cyril as he lay evicted 
in a pool of  blood and white sheeting.
Yellowish and dead in the daylight.
Surprisingly scentless.

The thread holding the back of  my neck together 
trussed like a scarecrow, gore not straw,
doesn’t stop being alien for the week it stays, 
itching like an ant crawling laps.
Cyril’s birthdeath leaves a smile 
in scar tissue around the other side of  my head.
Half  a face, blind, dumb, locked.

George Sandifer-Smith

Waning With Winter

Hair coats the bath like autumn leaves, 
brittle forest floor, shampoo snow.
Skeletal arms stretch out, naked branches – 
skin so sallow, dulled to a death-wish. 
Blubber still clings to my stomach, 
thighs clapping with a sickening sarcasm. 
Hollow eyes haunt the murky mirror, 
thumbed dark divots beneath them.
Everything about me has turned to grey, 
colours forgotten along with the food.

With upturned palms, I lie empty
waiting for the rose water to devour. 
 
Kirsty Niven

Growth

The machine of  your limbless body 
gathers momentum in the dark,
splitting skin into a dance
of  roots, reaching your shoot
with the green force 
of  your will.

Hyacinth,
with tortured hands I am waiting 
to glimpse my own green tips
pushing through the endless dark
to the bright light
on the other side of  illness.

Lucy Whitehead

Zoe Leely
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SKIN/SCARS:
Forehead: 2, both obvious: one: straight across the 
centre of  your hairline: toddler: ran into edge of  glass 
table: “the blood came down like a sheet”: ruined your 
only good dress: two: when people ask, always say it 
was a cat: it’s easier that way

Right brow: horizontal red line: mistaken identity: face 
smashed into wall: pencil over it so it looks like your 
eyebrow: no hairs will grow there
 
Cheek: 1 diagonal: a daily reminder: don’t want to still 
can’t talk about it: the bastards

Chin: a few: childhood accidents: chicken pox: acne

Behind right ear/on neck: the doctor cut the badness 
out: you could hear the scraping and slicing and stitch-
ing from the inside, amplified: you saw the badness in 
a jar: a big, hard globe with bloody tendrils: an ugly oc-
topus, floating in a clear solution: she wouldn’t let you 
keep it: she wouldn’t let you keep your own badness

Hands: lots: red and white and pink and purple: 
mashed-up knuckles: fights and IVs and blood tests 
and getting stabbed with a corkscrew: you didn’t even 
flinch

Left arm: this is difficult: you’ve never counted them: 
you can’t do it: yes you can: okay: upper arm: 1 bad 
stab wound: still red and open: will be your widest 
scar: crook of  elbow: 18 bad ones: forearm: approx. 
20 bad ones: you’re sorry: you can’t bear to count 
them: wrist: too many to count: they merge into a 
mess: one in the shape of  an E: one in the shape of  a 
T: they made these shapes themselves: breathe

Right arm: crook of  elbow: 9 bad ones: forearm: 6 
(7?) bad ones: 1 bad knife wound (old): 3 vertical lines 
from wrist to elbow: Clipper lighter smiley face burn 
(girl gang): wrist: 1 bad: covered with tattoo: hate the 
scars on your arms: idiotidiotidiot

Legs: learning to shave with a cheap razor: same on 
both shins: accidentally took chunks out: right ankle: 
another shaving mishap: all the way up the side: you 
picked those scabs for weeks: right knee: that same 
scar that everyone has from that time they fell off  
their bike when they were 6: you know the one.

BONES:
Skull: frontal cranial: neat linear fracture: above right 
eye, below hairline: wish you knew what happened 
but it occurred during a blackout so that story is lost 
forever
 

You Are More Than The Sum Of  Your Parts

HAIR:
Brunette: used to be ringlets, Disney princess: nowadays, coarse 
rat’s tails: dyed every colour once: in your police mugshot, your 
hair is green: kitchen scissor haircuts: a salon? you’ve never been: 
started going grey at 22: chopchopchop it all off: don’t waste 
time looking after something that grows already dead

FACE/EYES:
Your eyes give you away / they are sad / they betray you / suit 
you / betray you all of  the time / sometimes you try / to pull 
your eyes from their sockets / so that you can’t see any more 
badness / they stay where they are / full of  bad news / kind and 
wild at the same time / soft-boiled like Dad’s were / but your 
smiles don’t reach them / on drugs: dense black pits / in the sun: 
bright orange / when they’re shut: they see too much / and oh 
dear, your eyes are running again!

FACE/NOSE:
Girl at school said you’ve got an ugly nose: you were 12, upset, 
determined to get a nose job: then decided that, instead of  hat-
ing it, you should draw more attention to it because fuck Antonia 
Wilson!: pierced left side with an earring: re-pierced thrice: now 
closed: can’t re-pierce (too scarred inside + drug damage): you 
miss it: they call it a button nose: say it’s cute: you still hate it

FACE/MOUTH:
Top lip thinner than bottom lip, which you bite to stop yourself  
from screaming. Your mouth shouts spits smokes swears kisses 
laughs sips smiles sings screeches and stays silent. Your mouth 
can make lots of  shapes, but most of  the time it makes a straight 
line.

SKIN:
White: lucky!: freckle constellations: outline of  phantom biki-
ni: soft breasts, right slightly bigger than left: 9 extra holes in 
your left ear: 7 in your right ear: bottom lip once pierced with 
the safety pin that held your school skirt together: bellybutton 
pierced with a fork by the bassist of  Bloc Party in a field Hol-
land: “do you always bruise like a peach? or are these marks from 
rough sex? or domestic violence?” “yes”

SKIN/TATTOOS:
right thigh: Latin script: bad job: permanently raised: disappoint-
ed that it didn’t hurt
right wrist: what Dad wrote on a post-it note: his handwriting: 
important: unique: perfect
upper right thigh: English rose: looks like a red cabbage: wanted 
to feel physical pain to detract from mental pain: recently saw 
a pornstar with the exact same in the same place: she wears it 
better
right hand: stick ‘n’ poke prison tatt: black ink turning green
and scars and scars and scars



 
Teeth: 5 wisdom teeth: brother says that makes you more ‘wisdomous’ than others

Right hand: 3 out of  5 knuckles broken: never reset, then broke the broken bits: will lose full use of  
right hand “by the time you’re 30”: outer 2 metacarpals shattered: no treatment: permanent ache

Wrists: skinny and weak: can’t bear your body weight: constant cracking / clicking / creaking: carry-
ing things is hard: could never do a handstand

Torso: right side: 4 cracked ribs: drunk: tripped over in the dark: landed on an old oil filled radiator

Feet: broken toes: fractured metatarsals: celebrating England penalty: Frank The Tank jumped on 
your foot: wore high heels the next day: fuck it: click, click, clickety-click (your bones, not your heels)

Knees: “aaaaggghhh”: stairs are the worst: family history of  dodgy knees: will inevitably be replaced 
with plastic caps, just like Dad had

Ankles: crunch all the way round if  you circle them: listen…
 
ORGANS:

damaged

BRAIN:

insane

SOUL:

lost

MIND:

the only one you’ve got.

HLR
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Frank Rimmer



the firmament

a few seconds after Beaumont left the flat,
checked his phone, pulled down his cap and shut his door
a woman fell from the sky;
a crowd gathered when word got round
hoping for a deflated figure or a hollow in the ground,
she lay in the beer garden, maybe smiling, maybe, scorched;

Beaumont turned, cheated, and went on his way, placed a bet, bought cans; 
flights were checked, databases trawled
and The Talbot changed names to The Fallen Woman
then everything passed over, leaving an impression as slight as
the indented grass before the light roller;
the coroner went for natural causes and no-one came forward
and in the public bars the jury stayed out;

it was biting cold in geostationary orbit
and lonely, wrapped in a shroud and short of  breath in the thin air
still, she had watched the earth below for signs of  a thaw,
then gave up holding on, tired of  waiting, like a tooth working loose
and peeled away from the empty stadium of  the sky;
in the long descent with her hair whipping about, her body achieving mass 
she composed herself  for the approaching town
with a hollowed howl, from what she'd seen Beaumont do.

Other falls were rumoured, an object hit the sea off  Chesil Beach
and a trading estate had a roof  caved in but no body
and the firmament groaned and flexed under great pressure
growling as if  gigantic plates were rubbing
and people peered up at alabaster skies; 
then many came, like the first snow flurries;
some composed, or with windblown arms, some thrashing;
the drinkers in The Fallen talked about the end,
gave it a couple of  years, tops.

Brian Comber

Elegy

You, who I once was:
Forgive me. 
Wounds fester
and the flesh beneath
is still pink and warm.
And to scrape
it all away
would be salvation.

Blue against blue
against ultraviolet.
The things that can’t be seen
will be remembered.

An anchor of  betrayal,
we are as one.
A rusty blade to shave
away the scars upon my skin.
Layer by layer, 
a splinter of  bone.

Sonia Beauchamp
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When I Have Desires—

To ask about my family—everything remains painful and mysterious in the body.

I wanted to make my life about everything. I wanted to pull myself  into each picture and know those memories. Even 
the pictures that never made sense. I wanted to live in each one like a shadow.

No person escapes their shadow. What the past feels like with every outline of  death, a veil to remind someone of  their 
mortality. 

My grandma had two husbands before my Papa. I never knew those men for both died early in their lives and both were 
fond of  alcohol. My grandma doesn’t speak much about them and when she does, she makes excuses for them. These 
are what men leave in their wake: holes, meant for their aftermath to be covered up. Flowers put one on top of  the 
other. Fragrance to hide the rot.

Each man, before my Papa, had anger in their blood. They enraged their ancestors, other beings, other tribes, refused to 
give themselves proper names. They just wanted money, sex, and sleep. 

Everyone in my family would lie and say that is not true. But I know the truth.

My family’s lineage has been cut, sewn, and threaded back together in so many patterns, I don’t know where I fit. If  I 
ever fit. Will I ever fit?

I cannot put myself  in the tree, in the web, of  us, without knowing why we are the way we are, behind the walls, 
underneath the soil, the years and years of  obstructions, the faces and names outlined and pasted into photobooks, and 
then left in the darkness. Their shadows, their visages, all in the light, still haunt the children and the children’s children. 
Each flower added to the pile of  forever. A stark contrast to what we refuse to talk about and the desires we have to 
escape all that hurt in the blood, we still desire to escape the demons, like thorns, in our everywhere.

Mateo Lara
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